permanent shield

Two people recommended
for assembly.

assembly & care instructions

1

Remove all items from the carton and check for proper contents and quantities. Each Permanent Shield
includes:
(8) mounting screws
(2) post caps

(1) acrylic shield

(2) sets of aluminum
support post & base
plate

2
3
4
5

(2) socket cap screws

Your Shield was inspected and carefully packed. If it arrived cracked or broken, it is likely due to poor handling
during shipping. Report immediately to 3branch who will assist you with a shipping claim. Call 877.899.9902.

Assemble the aluminum support posts to the base plate using the socket cap screw.

Remove the protective coating sheets from both sides of the panels.

With a 2nd person, and the acrylic panel laying flat, grasp the aluminum support post and insert one
side of the acrylic shield into each post.
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assembly & care instructions - continued

6

With the 2nd person, grasp the aluminum support post and one side of the panel and rotate the top of the
panel up to set the Shield upright on the work surface. Mark holes to pre-drill for mounting screws. Install
shield onto surface with mounting screws. Remove adhesive backer from post caps and apply to the top
of the aluminum support posts to finish.

for attaching multiple shields together

1

2

Multiple shields are installed following the steps above but use corner (90 degree 2-way) or inline (180
degree 2-way) posts to "gang" longer runs together. End-of-run support posts are used at the beginning
and end of each run.

Lay out all the shields and mark where each support post should be installed. Mark and pre-drill holes for
mounting screws. With the help of a 2nd person, start at one end (or corner) then install panels and
support posts from the starting point. Finish each run with an end-of-run support post.

care instructions
Clean with a damp, soft cloth only. For major cleaning, use Novus No. 1 cleaning solution. DO NOT use window
cleaning sprays, scouring tools, acetone, benzene, alcohol, or lacquer thinner for cleaning.
Hairline fractures are normal and may occur with use. They do not affect functionality or product aesthetics.
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